A 42-year-old Caucasian man presented with a 15-year history of a widespread, persistent, pruritic eruption over his trunk and extremities. He was not on medication and had no relevant family history. On physical examination, multiple discrete, pinkish, hyperkeratotic 1 to 2 mm papules, arranged in a rippled pattern, were detected on the trunk and extremities (Figure 1 ).
A biopsy was performed; photomicrographs are presented in Figure 2A , B. What is your diagnosis? Finally, we suggest that the diagnosis of generalized LA be considered in cases of widespread, pruritic, and hyperkeratotic papules over the trunk and extremities. suggests that pruritus is a precipitating factor in generalized LA [2, 3] . Compared with those cases, there was no history of a previous skin disorder in our patient. The duration of lesions in the reported cases varied between 3 and 19 years, which is in accordance with that of our patient (15 years).
Answer and explanation
Lack of involvement of the axillae and the antecubital and popliteal fossae, which correspond to areas of regionally elevated temperature (monitored by infrared thermography) in a patient with generalized LA, raises the possibility of cutaneous temperature as a factor in the distribution of amyloid deposition of this entity [4] . Transformation from amorphous aggregates toward mature amyloid fibrils has been shown as a temperature-dependent process. Our patient's condition was in keeping with previously reported cases, which have shown sparing of lesions over these anatomical sides. Other atypical clinical presentations of LA include blistering and dyschromic variants, characterized by vesicles and dotted, reticular hyperand hypopigmented spots [5] .
Histopathologically, eosinophilic deposits, together with marked epidermal acanthosis, hypergranulosis, and hyper-
